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Another look at iOS and Android Technology



Should I be just (web) browsing in McDonalds or Starbucks



Corporate VPN

APP VPN

Droid Dangers 



Did you know?

When you purchase an apple product get the Apple care!!!! 



Known –

Screen repairs

battery issues

All reported issues 



Oenone

Shark

Brydge



iPad 2, 3, 4, Air, Air 2, Pro 12” Pro 9” Pro 10.5

32 GB, 64 GB,  128 GB, 256 GB, 512 GB    Wi-Fi and Cellular



Limited or No access to a digital device



PowerPoint
Email

Electronic Signature



Courtrooms offer free Wi-Fi that is shared in the courthouse, 
with many users and its unsecured……as we learned as a 

child even the devil goes to Sunday school



Lets Take a look at what apps are available now for Lawyers 
and the Legal field



the iPad version of Cortana is only accessible when the app 
is launched — and per Apple mandates cannot be instantly 
summoned like Siri Beyond presenting personally tailored 

news stories, it can track your flights and packages, 
leverage awareness of your email to create reminders, and 

assist with calendar scheduling.



Outlook automatically surfaces your most important 
messages – across all your email accounts. Swipe to quickly 

delete, archive, or schedule messages you want to handle 
later.



Many may rightfully argue that PDF Expert is a little more polished and better 
looking than GoodReader, but GoodReader take s slight edge because the PDF 
annotation tools are simpler and their “Annotation Summary” is a little better 
formatted.



Explain Everything is a cloud collaboration platform built on the learning 
technology of tomorrow. Whether you’re sending just-in-time messages to 
colleagues or recording lessons for students, Explain Everything is the 
imagination space that helps you tell your unique story.





For any other presentations are NOT Microsoft PowerPoint or Keynote, 
TrialPad is the best option for organizing and presenting evidence.



PAD is the best application for handwriting. Write on it, just like you would 
on a sheet of paper.
You can use this for a diary, planner, lecture note, conference note, letters, 
Calligraphy, etc.



1. Note take now and modify them later.
7notes HD has flexible editing features including decoration, copy & paste, 
indent, auto word wrap, etc. Users can just start taking notes without carefully 
thinking about layout



Duet Pro is the first solution to turn your iPad Pro into a second display & 
high performance drawing tablet app for Mac & PC











Fastcase contains cases and statutes from all 50 states and from the 
federal government. You can search by citation, keyword (in Boolean 
or natural language), or browse statute collections. 



Access WestlawNext features including, WestSearch™, KeyCite™, Folders, 
History, document notes and highlighting, browse database content and 
more — all redesigned for the iPad multi-touch screen.



Fluix is a robust, secure and cost-effective solution to 
transform your organization’s document processes by taking 

them to the iPad. See how leading companies make their 
field teams more efficient with Fluix today. 





This week, Apple released iOS 11.2.5.  Although a minor update for the iPhone and iPad, it 
actually has some arguably major elements to it.  For example, it fixes a bug in which a hacker 

could make your iPhone crash and restart just by sending you a text message with a link — even 
if you don't look at the message.  Yikes.  But today, I want to focus on a feature in iOS 11.2.5 that I 

really like.  You can now ask your iPhone to read you the news, and it will immediately start 
playing a short audio broadcast from a news source.  So if you are getting ready for work, or in 

the car driving home, and you want to spend a few minutes catching up on the top news, now you 
can quickly and easily do so.

To start, just say "Hey Siri, read me the news" or "play the news" or "give me the news" or 
something like that.  Siri will start playing the latest episode of the NPR News Now podcast, which 
is updated every hour (so it is always fresh news) and only lasts 3-5 minutes (so you quickly get 

the highlights). 



I can write notes directly on the iPad, then convert them into 
a PDF and save it up to Dropbox or OneDrive, etc. 



Printing from an iPhone or iPad has gotten much easier these days if you 
have an AirPrint-compatible printer (just about any wireless printer 

today). But if you run into a snag, I suggest using Readdle’s Printer Pro 
app which comes with some really nice features for your iOS printing 

needs 










